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The last quarter-century has seen great progress in chronologizing Hittite texts and manuscripts. In the wake of this development linguists unsurprisingly have concentrated their efforts on establishing the grammar of Old Hittite (OH) on the basis of assured OH manuscripts. However, the OH corpus is quite small. The great bulk of our evidence continues to consist of Neo-Hittite (NH) manuscripts which are either certainly copies of older compositions or represent texts whose date of composition is indeterminate. Barring dramatic new discoveries, we are likely to face this situation for the foreseeable future.

An urgent desideratum is therefore an objective means of evaluating the relative reliability of such manuscripts in terms of their linguistic features. Unusual features in these manuscripts may be precious archaisms which by accident are not (yet) attested in our limited OH corpus. However, they may instead be neologisms, or even mere creations of the copyists, unreal forms which never existed in the language of any period. I cite as one famous example the preterite first singular kueršun "I cut" (KBo X 2 ii 48; NH ms. of OH text). This word may be a genuine archaism, in Indo-European terms a "sigmatic aorist" (Oettinger, 1979: 119). However, given the coexistence of both kuer- and karš- "cut" in Hittite, it is difficult to exclude the possibility of a blend of the two (genuine or erroneous).

It seems to me self-evident that any evaluation of the features of such copies depends crucially on our first establishing not only the synchronic grammar of Old Hittite, but also that of Neo-Hittite, based on assured Neo-Hittite compositions. Only then can we judge the likelihood of a given neologism (or misinterpretation).

As a contribution to the ongoing task of establishing the grammar of Neo-Hittite, I offer the following brief overview of NH nominal inflection (substantives and adjectives). This study is based on the NH corpus given in Melchert (1977: 128ff), with two significant changes. First, for obvious reasons I have added the extensive and important text of the Treaty of Tuthaliya IV with Kurunta, found on the bronze tablet edited by Otten (1988). Second, I have excluded the texts of Ṣuppiluliuma I. Neu (1979a et alit.) has argued that the language of Ṣuppiluliuma I is Middle Hittite. While I am not yet entirely persuaded that we may simply move the boundary between Middle and Neo-Hittite from the beginning to the end of this
king's reign, it is now indisputable that the language of texts from Ṣuppiliulliúma-ḫḫ differs markedly from that of later Neo-Hittite. It therefore seems prudent to first establish NH grammar without these texts and then consider them separately.

I will first treat general features of NH nominal inflection and then discuss some problems of specific formal classes. Some of the most important NH innovations are already well-known, and these are confirmed by my survey using the restricted corpus. First, the OH genitive plural ending -an is not attested in NH, and the dative-locative plural ending -as also serves for the genitive. Second, the OH allative case in -a is moribund in NH, appearing only in set phrases such as tulya-“into” the assembly”. Some apparent exceptions are Luvianisms (e.g. ēnum in KUB 18 4 12 and ēdantaya in KBo XII 38 iii 10). Likewise the instrumental case is restricted to traditional phraseology (sakoyasašarit ZZ-i “wholeheartedly” in KUB XXIII 1 ii 35 and 3šutin kamešant- “recognized/favored by the god” in KBo VI 28 Ro 5). There are also no examples of a vocative separate from the nominative in NH.

Contrary to the statements found in several handbooks (Sturtevant, 1933: 162 & 178; Friedman, 1960: 45; Kammenhuber, 1969: 304), McIntyre (1986) has shown that there is no "confusion" of the plural endings -es, -us and -as in NH. We find rather total replacement of animate nominative plural -es by accusative plural -us, with three clearly defined exceptions: (1) ablauting u-stem adjectives unsurprisingly generalize nom. pl. -aveš at the expense of the irregular acc. pl. -amaš; (2) stems in -i- (overwhelmingly participles in -ant-) generalize -anteš; (3) the relative/interrogative generalizes kuišš. The animate nominative and accusative plural thus do merge, but in a much more regular fashion than previously suggested. Use of -as as nominative or accusative plural is highly restricted (see further below). Since Dr. McIntyre herself will soon publish her results in full elsewhere, I forgo any further details.

As a result of the above changes, the NH noun and adjective have only four distinct cases in the singular (nominative, accusative, genitive and dative-locative) and two in the plural (nominative-accusative and genitive-locative), plus the ablative-instrumental which functions as both. The neuter, of course, does not distinguish nominative from accusative in either singular or plural.

I turn now to problems regarding the various formal classes. The basic inflection of a-stems calls for no special comment. Of considerable interest, however, are the apparent frequent alternations of a- and i-stem inflection in NH: e.g. NŠGC dammatiš beside NAPIC damaddušu, NAPTIN damattašu, GLDPL damattanu. Thanks to the work of Frank Starke, we may now clarify this status of the alteration considerably. Starke (1990: 59ff and passim) has shown that Luvian has "i-motion", whereby the animate nominative and accusative of most adjectives and many nouns are marked by an obligatory -i- (actually -isi-) added to the stem.

It is the effects of this system which are seen in varying degrees in NH inflection of a-stems. As per Oettinger (1986: 43ff), Hittite nouns in -alla- and -a(tt)alla- are either loanwords from Luvian or new creations to Hittite bases. Since the Luvian models are underlyingly a-stems, the Hittite words usually inflect as such (e.g. NAPIC haliyataluš, parà uwattaluš, etc.). However, in some cases the Luvian "i-motion" is retained, to which is added Hittite inflection (kupiyataluš, harpanališ, arkanmanališ). In the case of the hybrid adjective annallal-i-former (with Hittite base seen in amnaš "formerly" but Luvian suffix), the NH usage comes close to the Luvian model: we find NSGC annalliliš, ASGC annallin, NAPIC annališ but NAPTIN annallan and ABIN annallas (however NAPTIN annall as if from an i-stem is also found, contrary to the Luvian model). Predictably, more often the Hittites' usage of the i-forms is sporadic. We also find occasional apparent backformations (e.g. NAPIC karuwaš in KUB XIV 8 Ro 9 to what is otherwise an i-stem).

As suggested to me by Norbert Oettinger, the Luvian "i-motion" is also surely the source of many other secondary i-stems in NH manuscripts (which but are not assured NH compositions). The combination of the Luvian restriction to animate nominative and accusative plus the generalization of -us as the animate nominative-accusative plural explains why forms in -išš are especially frequent: garatišš, gimišš, kitšarišš, labhansušš, sarhališš, šepišš, and so forth. There is one famous example in a NH composition: išpantiašu (KBo IV 4 iii 31). The alternative explanation still entertained in Melchert (1990: 1982) may now be abandoned.

Ablauting i-stem adjectives are mostly unproblematic in NH. Contracted forms are extremely rare and probably isolated archaisms (supp in KUB XIV 10 iv 13 and KBo XI 1 Ro 32.40, both prayers). For the dative-locative singular we find both regular -ai and analogical -iš: šallai beside šališ in KBo IV 10 Ro 5 and 33 (but not -iya; see further below).

Neutral i-stem nouns are perfectly regular. In stems in -ai- there is a clear tendency to generalize -ai- throughout (e.g. GŠG lingayaš, DŠG lingaš, šaškšaš, GLDPL šakšyash, ABIN zabbyayašu), but oblique forms in -(iya-) are also well attested: GŠG linkiyaš, hadšiyaš, DŠG linkiyaš zabbyiyaša, ABIN zabbyiša.

In general non-ablauting i-stem nouns inflect regularly. The dative-locative singular is notably always in -(i)y, never in -(iya) (cf. Kammenhuber, 1969: 302, on OH). However, in the animate nominative-accusative plural there seems to be serious confusion, with four(!) competing forms. As cited above, we do find expected -išš: annalliliš, išpantiaššališš, etc.). However, -išš is equally well attested: karuwaššiš, lulaššiš, šapiššiš. This is also the one place where there are genuine examples of -as as a nominative-accusative: lulaššišu (KBo IV 10 V o 3), hapiššiš (ibid.), EGR-asiššu (KBO VI 29 ii 23). Thanks to the confusion caused by the "i-motion" (see above), we even find backformed -aš as if to an a-stem: hapiššaš (KUB XIX 50 iv 19), išpantiaššališš (KUB XIV 14 V o 27, XIV V o 8 V 39). Finally, there are also a few examples of -išš: lulaššišiš (ABOT 56 ii 25), altamššiš (KBO XI 1 Ro 16), LUGUES šaššiššiššišš (KUB XXII 1 ii 13).

Any account of this bewildering variety must be tentative. The appearance of -išš instead of -išš against the general rule may be related to the exceptional behavior of kuišš cited above. However, the reason for the latter is itself quite unclear, and I cannot explain why kuišš should form kuišš without exception, while -išš elsewhere is sporadic.

The ending -(iya)š beside -išš reminds us of the replacement of -(e)š by -(iya)š in the verb in NH (see Carruba, 1962: 157ff., et al.). However, the latter seems to be a
gradual analogical process which by late NH is thoroughly complete (see Melchert, 1977: 32ff). The chronological distribution of nominal -(i)yaš for -iš is not at all comparable (NB Iulahašieš in Bo 86/299 IV 3 vs. Iulahašiyas in KB 50 IV 10 V 9, both Tuthaliya IV). Nevertheless, one still thinks of a possible "polonization" or "dissimulation" of -/ye- to -/ya-. Finally, the examples of -iš may be taken as cases of syncope (of either -yesi or -yesa). The adverb SIG-iš in "well" (*lažin < NASGNI *lažiyanta to lažiyanto-) seems to be a certain example of syncope. Compare also EGIIdeš "afterwards" at KB 50 IV 14 iii 71 (N-ASGNI *appizin < *appiziyanto used adverbially). It remains likely that such syncope contributed to the transfer of OH adjectives in -ziyaš to i-stem inflection in NH. It is also true that there are very rare examples of a NPIC -iyaš just to iyo-stems in OH (Neu, 1979b: 192), but it seems to me implausible that this is the source of NPIC -iyaš in i-stems in NH.

The inflection of u-stem nouns is completely regular in NH. So is that of ablating u-stem adjectives, with the exception cited above that -uves is generalized to the anim. acc. plural, ousting -amuš.

The inflection of neuter l-stems, n-stems and r/n-stems remains unchanged in NH. It is worth noting that this includes the irregular paradigms of eštaribšum "blood", eškanakniš "earth", wataribšum "water", and utteribšum "word". In the case of verbal nouns in -wariwaš, where other case forms are rare throughout Hittite, we do find competing forms with and without -r: Abln ħaniššuwaš (KUB XXVI 43 V 11) but salammarašu (KUB XXVI 32 i 12). However, in the absence of a thorough survey of OH and NH examples, this alternation may or may not be a NH innovation.

As is well-known, animate n-stems of the type hāraššaranaš "eagle" are subject to two competing analogical leveling, and the resulting uncertainty appears to have continued in NH. On the one hand, we find NSG ašrammanāš, ASG arkamman, API ašrammans, DLSG kruwi and NPI kutroweš, but also GSG arkammanāš (KUB XIX 37 i 47). In the case of the extremely common word memiyan(i)- "word", we find consistently ASG memiyan after NSG memiyanš (and once NAPI memiyanš for *memiyanš as per above), but otherwise an n-stem throughout: DLSG memiyanil/memini, API memiyanš, GDLP memiyanš, AblN memiyanš/meminana.

Stems in -it- (such as šwatt- "day") and -ant- call for no special comment. As indicated above, stems in -ant- do for some reason tend to generalize -iš in the animate nominative-accusative rather than -uš, although there are some examples of -uš following the general pattern.

Among irregular nouns, utnē "land" has completely generalized utnē-. I note in particular that only utnē is attested in NH for the dative-locative singular. The noun "heart" appears to have retained its irregular paradigm: NASG ŚA-er but DLSG karri. Likewise we find NASG É-er "house", but GSG parnaš and DLSG É-ri. Particularly striking is the case of the word for "god". The NSG is consistently DINGIR(m)baš, pointing to an i-stem, and the phonetic complements of most other case forms are consistent with this (although most are strictly speaking ambiguous). However, in KUB XXVI 33 iii 20 we find the remarkable NAPI DINGIR, MEŠ-muš, which cannot belong to a regular i-stem declension. It also seems worth mentioning that we appear to have no NH examples of the accusative singular.

The example of "god" raises the thorny issue of variation, even in the restricted corpus of assured NH compositions. As exemplified several times above, some variation is due simply to the irregular nature of analogy. We must also take into account the gradual nature of all linguistic change: the spread of -uš for -iš or that of -ye- for -ye- in verbs both take place before our eyes as we move through the texts of succeeding NH kings. Both changes are complete only by the texts of Tuthaliya IV and Šupilišumma II. We must therefore reckon with "transition phases". As shown by the NAPI DINGIR, MEŠ-muš or AblN Dgišun, even NH compositions may contain archaisms. This fact is hardly surprising, given the strong traditional bent of the Hittite scribal bureaucracy. We can also easily find similar features in our own religious and political discourse.

I readily concede that the sources of variation just cited, especially the archaisms, reduce the value of NH compositions as a diagnostic of the sort I proposed earlier. Nevertheless, we have seen that such variation is generally limited to certain formal classes or particular items of vocabulary. More importantly, innovations in Neo-Hittite are highly restricted. We may therefore reasonably conclude that features of NH copies of older texts which are not explainable in terms of these innovations (either directly or as hypercorrections) are likely to reflect genuine archaisms.
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